The following should be done before any journey by air
travel. The Moon should be applying to conjoin or making
an amicable aspect to Alcyone and the latter should be on
the Ascendant. The Ring of the Pleiades from the
Quindecim Stellis should be anointed and worn and the
hand held aloft. Additionally any other talismans should be
exposed or held in the other hand as appropriate and any
lamps of the Pleiades should be lit. Frankincense grains
should be burned as a suffumigation with or without fennel.

O, mighty and beautiful star cluster of the Pleiades, O Seven Sisters, I call
upon thee in your names of A lcyone, M aia, Taygete, Electra, C eloeno,
Sterope and M erope, that you swiftly raise great winds so that storms,
delays, confusions and troubles are sent far away from N.N. etc in all of our
travels–and may our homes likewise be protected while we travel for our safe
return.
I ask this here and now in the name of the angel of my nativity N. and my
rights and privileges as [initiatory hierarchy stuff] and an initiate of thy court.
I call upon you, Holy Angel Zeezow beaw (ZIZAUBIO) from the
company of the Pleiades to whom you are subordinate and serve for all things,
for whatever she may command you: you great indestructible fire-breathing one;
who casts the tether of Heaven, through which tether all things turn upon Earth.
And also I call upon you; yourselves, who are angels who have been
stationed beneath Zeezow beaw ’s power. Hence I call upon you all–that you
come quickly in this hour to protect us and facilitate all of our journeys, along all
of our respective paths.
I conjure you O lord who rises above the Earth of the whole cosmic region,
by the One ruling the whole inhabited world and the benefactor of all.
Hence I call upon you in this hour and ask that you protect us and speed us
safely and happily along to our destinations, O Angel Zeezow beaw .
May this talisman and ring I wear forever and ever protect and increase the
light of the eyes, raise winds, gather dæmones and spirits of the dead to come
and speak, and make me know of secret and hidden things; at my will, at my
command, and at my desire.
I ask this in the name of the Seven Sisters of the Pleiades; A lcyone,
M aia, Taygete, Electra, C eloeno, Sterope and M erope, and in the
name of the A ngel of the P leiades, Zeezow beaw ; and all of the spirits
of the Pleiades.
AMEN.
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